HVAC joins the fight against
climate change
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M AR K E T T R E ND S
“Sustainability,” “net zero” and “climate
change” are all buzzwords and phrases
currently at the top of the agenda of news
outlets, activists and politicians globally.
Reducing energy consumption is therefore a
key topic for businesses and consumers alike.
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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“Every year, energy consumption and climate
change becomes a hotter than ever topic.
In this newsletter we take a look into three
ways that heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems and technology
can have a favorable impact on the world’s
energy usage.ˮ
PHILIP BARKER
OAKLINS HVAC SPECIALIST

Windcatcher X-Air By Monodraught

Market trends
Given that heating, ventilation, air
conditioning and lighting (HVACL) is a
key function of modern buildings and
accounts for ca. 60–80% of a building’s
total energy costs, the use of energyefficient HVACL systems can have a
significant impact on the fight against
climate change. We have summarized
below three key ways that this can be
achieved. Beyond their environmental
impact the solutions also provide cost
savings and improvements in public
health, and enhance a firm's green
credentials and reputation.

NATURAL VENTILATION
In layman’s terms, natural ventilation is
the process of allowing fresh, outdoor
air to flow into buildings, helping to
remove warm and dirty air—although
the application of this process is much
more complicated. However, the energysaving benefits are significant; a building
with natural ventilation is reported to
consume less than half the energy of
an air-conditioned and mechanically
ventilated space.

The following are some of the ways in
which energy is saved:

CASE STUDY

ͽͽ The lack of a mechanically driven fan

means there is no use of fossil-fuelled
energy; instead the process utilizes
wind power and the thermal rise of
warm air.
ͽͽ Buildings with natural ventilation
typically require the depth of the
floor plate to be reduced, which
in turn leads to an increase in the
opportunity for better use of natural
lighting—a further energy saving.
ͽͽ There are also behavioral and
wellness benefits to using natural
ventilation to lower energy usage.
People within naturally ventilated
buildings are more accepting of
temperature fluctuations, and thus, in
winter, the heating can be set lower
and the use of air conditioning can be
reduced in summer.
Beyond energy usage reductions there
are also other benefits to using natural
ventilation, including:
ͽͽ Lowered capital expenditure;
ͽͽ Reduction in ongoing maintenance

UK-based company Monodraught
is a specialist in natural
ventilation, daylight and cooling
solutions that are low energy, low
carbon and sustainable.
Its WINDCATCHER product is an
energy-free, natural ventilation
system that provides fresh
air during the day as well as
nighttime cooling. Tesco, the UK’s
biggest supermarket chain, and
one of Monodraught’s blue-chip
customers, set itself a target to
reduce carbon emissions from all
its stores by 50% before 2020—
as compared with a baseline of
2006. Tesco opened its first ecostore in Manchester, UK, installing
Monodraught’s WINDCATCHER
product, and it managed to
reduce the store’s carbon
footprint by 70% compared with
an equivalent-sized store built
two years previously.

costs; and
ͽͽ Improved air quality.
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M ar ke t t re n d s
SMART HVAC SYSTEMS

INFRARED HEATING

Smart HVAC systems require a multitude
of sensors, which monitor and control
a building’s heating. Software then
interprets the data using complex
algorithms and can reduce energy
consumption in unoccupied areas of a
building, detect and diagnose faults in
advance, and flex usage during times of
peak energy demand.

Infrared heating systems are vastly
different to conventional heating. While
conventional heating creates heat
around the immediate area and requires
circulation to heat the room, infrared
heating uses invisible infrared beams
that hit an object and warm it up at a
molecular level—in much the same way
that the sun works and how human
bodies radiate themselves.

The American Council for an EnergyEfficient Economy (ACEEE) released a
report entitled “Smart Buildings:
A Deeper Dive into Market Segments,”
which looked at the energy systems
used within commercial buildings and
reported that:
ͽͽ Occupancy-based wireless

thermostats can help save 5–10% in
HVAC energy costs.
ͽͽ Advanced rooftop unit controls can
help save 20–40% in HVAC energy.
ͽͽ Smart solar film can help reduce
cooling load by 10–20%.

Infrared heating can help reduce energy
consumption, due to the fact that it warms
objects and people directly. This, in turn,
means the same level of heat comfort can
be realized at a lower temperature and
thus less energy is used. Case studies
have shown that the reduction in power
usage compared with conventional
heating methods can be up to 60% when
heating to the same comfort levels.
Other benefits of infrared heating include
less moisture and thus less dampness,
a decrease in the spread of dust and
germs, and increased blood circulation.

Not only do smart HVAC
systems help reduce energy
costs, but they also make our
lives easier.

FACTS
ͽͽ Heating, ventilation and air

conditioning systems (HVAC)
are installed to provide a
building with heating and
cooling services and are
typically interconnected within
an integrated system.
ͽͽ HVAC and lighting (HVACL)
systems are both designed
to make buildings safe and
comfortable for their inhabitants
and represent two of the core
systems managed by building
energy management systems
(BEMS).
ͽͽ As HVACL systems influence
a wide range of a buildingʼs
performance, more complex
and advanced HVACL systems
have the potential to provide
a building with increased
functionality (see later page).
ͽͽ HVACL typically accounts for
ca. 60–80% of a building’s
energy cost, meaning that
more efficient systems are
an effective way for building
owners to reduce overhead
costs.
Source: CIL Management Consultants

“We already have all the facts and solutions. All we have to do
is to wake up and change.”
GRETA THUNBERG
CLIMATE ACTIVIST
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M ar ke t t re n d s

Indicative contribution to total energy costs of commercial buildings in North America and Europe
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Source: CIL Management Consultants

The global HVAC market is currently worth ca. US$180bn. This is forecast to grow at ca. 6%
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) over the next five years.

Global HVAC market value (US$bn)
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Spotlight

Philip Barker, Global Head of
Oaklinsʼ HVAC Group, spoke
withFoobot CEO Jacques
Touillon to gain insight into
the company’s growth and
disruptive technology.

Overview
Foobot, a Belgian Company, provides
smart sensor technologies for monitoring
indoor air quality. This helps reduce
pollution levels and energy consumption
and leads to improved air quality in
workplaces, homes and indoor public
spaces. Development of a smart air
system will lead to healthier and more
productive air quality as well as energy
savings on HVAC systems.
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Q&A
What is Foobot’s current strategy?
We’ve built extensive expertise in the
data processing of indoor-air-quality
sensors over the last four years, while
licensing our technology to HVAC
manufacturers. Now is the right time
to move on to the next level, with a full
indoor-air-quality solution based on
sensor networks becoming actuators
for the existing HVAC components and
providing the feedback loop. You can
think of it like the Dolby system for
HVAC technology or demand control
ventilation on steroids!

Wow do you choose your air treatment
technology partners?
From the inception we saw the immense
potential of looking at the air beyond
just comfort and CO2. This is the reason
why we focus on the two major sources
of indoor chemical pollutants (Volatile
Organic Compounds [VOCs]) and
physical pollutants (Particulate Matter
[PM] PM1 and PM2.5) and ensure we use
the appropriate and best technologies
to tackle them. The PM filtration is
pretty standard with mechanical filters,
whereas that of the VOCs is more
complex and diversified in terms of
available technologies: ultraviolet C
(UVC), ionization, cold plasma, etc. in
combination with the filters.
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That’s for the air-cleaning process. But
in the future we will also add more value
to the air we breathe by enriching it with
healthy ingredients, like we’re used to
finding in food and water.

adjustments of the ventilation, filtration
and purification process.

What differentiates Foobot from its
competitors in terms of your key
values?
As part of your growth strategy
what technologies are you currently
investigating?
We have invested a huge amount of
research and development (R&D) in big
data, with algorithms able to manage
sensor arrays, remote calibration and
control, pollution event recognition,
predictive analytics, etc., which help
optimize the ventilation, filtration and
purification. We’re now investigating
the algorithm technology developed
for self-driving cars to apply it to
HVAC systems. The first generation
of Internet of Things (IoT) devices
helped make buildings smart. We’re
looking at making them autonomous by
augmenting the value of HVAC.
On the hardware side, sensors are
becoming more and more softwaredriven. This contributes not only to
the life span of the sensors but also to
the value provided by the continuous
reading process, allowing real-time
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We have built the world’s largest
indoor-air-quality database and have
created a very unique intellectual
property (IP) value based on the
combination of hardware (sensors)
and software (algorithms). We also
have a strong team of engineers able
to deliver all hardware and software
stacks required for our OEM clients and
integrate into HVAC systems.

What future trends do you see arising
within the global ventilation market?
The ventilation market is entering a
new era, where products can be turned
into incremental services and where
interconnection of products will create
new value propositions for the end user.
The sensor revolution and subsequent
disruption should also contribute to
putting a price tag on guaranteed clean
indoor air, in a similar way to healthy
food and water.

How will your smart air system impact
future growth?
As a software-driven solution that HVAC
manufacturers can retrofit in existing
buildings or embed in new products, our
smart air system is highly scalable and
its core features of guaranteed clean air,
productivity gains for employers, healthy
living for homeowners and energy
savings for all make it a high-growth
business model.
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Selected public company
valuations
Manufacturers

Head office location

Enterprise value (US$m)

Enterprise value
LTM
sales

NTM
sales

LTM
EBITDA

NTM
EBITDA

7,416

2.4x

2.3x

12.3x

12.0x

2,459

5.4x

4.7x

27.4x

21.0x

289

0.4x

0.4x

5.4x

4.4x

38,474

1.6x

1.5x

10.6x

10.5x

33,737

1.2x

1.1x

7.7x

7.0x

38,599

1.2x

1.6x

7.7x

10.8x

1,017

0.5x

0.5x

5.6x

5.0x

6,981

2.8x

2.6x

19.0x

16.0x

311

0.8x

0.8x

4.4x

4.3x

2,065

1.4x

1.3x

16.2x

9.5x

880

1.0x

0.9x

11.0x

8.5x

445

0.6x

0.6x

7.0x

6.2x

Source: Capital IQ
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Selected public company
valuation trends
16.0x

1.6x

14.0x

1.4x

12.0x

1.2x

10.0x

1.0x

8.0x

0.8x

6.0x

0.6x

4.0x

0.4x

Median EV/revenue multiple

29-Aug-19

28-Jun-19

29-Mar-19

28-Dec-18

28-Sep-18

29-Jun-18

29-Mar-18

29-Dec-17

29-Sep-17

30-Jun-17

31-Mar-17

30-Dec-16

30-Sep-16

30-Jun-16

31-Mar-16

30-Dec-15

30-Sep-15

30-Jun-15

31-Mar-15

0.0x

30-Dec-14

0.0x

30-Sep-14

2.0x
30-Jun-14

0.2x

Median EV/EBITDA multiple

1.8x

31-Mar-14

Median EV/revenue multiple

EMEA HISTORIC MULTIPLES

Median EV/EBITDA multiple
Source: Capital IQ

AMERICAS HISTORIC MULTIPLES
2.5x

18.0x

1.3

30-Dec-14

31-Mar-15

30-Jun-15

30-Sep-15

30-Dec-15
14.0x

1.5

1.5

1.4

1.6

1.6

10.0x

1.4

8.0x
6.0x

10.7

11.3

10.5

10.0

11.0

12.0

11.5

4.0x

31-Mar-

1.4

11.4

Median EV/revenue multiple

29-Aug-19

28-Jun-19

29-Mar-19

28-Dec-18

28-Sep-18

29-Jun-18

29-Mar-18

29-Dec-17

29-Sep-17

30-Jun-17

31-Mar-17

30-Dec-16

30-Sep-16

30-Jun-16

31-Mar-16

30-Dec-15

30-Sep-15

30-Jun-15

31-Mar-15

30-Sep-14

2.0x
30-Jun-14

31-Mar-14

30-Sep-14

12.0x

Median EV/
0.5x
EBITDA multiple
0.0x

30-Jun-14

Median EV/EBITDA multiple

Median1.5xEV/
Revenue
multiple
1.0x

30-Dec-14

Median EV/revenue multiple

16.0x

31-Mar-14

2.0x

0.0x

Median EV/EBITDA multiple

Source: Capital IQ
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31-Mar-14

30-Jun-14

30-Sep-14

30-Dec-14

31-Mar-15

30-Jun-15

30-Sep-15

30-Dec-15

31-Mar-16

Selec ted pu blic c ompan y valuation t re n d s
ASIA-PACIFIC HISTORIC MULTIPLES
1.6x

12.0x
Median EV/EBITDA multiple

10.0x

1.2x
8.0x

1.0x
0.8x

6.0x

0.6x

4.0x

0.4x
2.0x

Median EV/revenue multiple

29-Aug-19

28-Jun-19

29-Mar-19

28-Dec-18

28-Sep-18

29-Jun-18

29-Mar-18

29-Dec-17

29-Sep-17

30-Jun-17

31-Mar-17

30-Dec-16

30-Sep-16

30-Jun-16

31-Mar-16

30-Dec-15

30-Sep-15

30-Jun-15

31-Mar-15

30-Dec-14

30-Sep-14

0.0x

30-Jun-14

0.2x
31-Mar-14

Median EV/revenue multiple

1.4x

0.0x

Median EV/EBITDA multiple

Source: Capital IQ

GLOBAL HISTORIC MULTIPLES
1.6x

14.0x

30-Jun-14

30-Sep-14

30-Dec-14

31-Mar-15

30-Jun-15

30-Sep-15

13.0x

30-Dec-15

1.2x

12.0x

Median EV/
1.0x
Revenue
0.8x
multiple

0.7

0.9

1.0

1.0

1.1

1.2

11.0x

1.2

1

8.0x 9.8
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9.0x

8.5

9.4

9.1

9.2

9.4

10.5

9.9

29-Aug-19

28-Jun-19

29-Mar-19

28-Dec-18

28-Sep-18

29-Jun-18

29-Mar-18

29-Dec-17

29-Sep-17

30-Jun-17

31-Mar-17

30-Dec-16

30-Sep-16

30-Jun-16

31-Mar-16

30-Dec-15

30-Sep-15

30-Jun-15

31-Mar-15

6.0x

30-Sep-14

0.0x

30-Jun-14

7.0x
31-Mar-14

0.2x

Median EV/revenue multiple

31-Mar-16

1.2

10.0x

0.6x

Median EV/
0.4x
EBITDA multiple

Median EV/EBITDA multiple

31-Mar-14

30-Dec-14

Median EV/revenue multiple

1.4x

Median EV/EBITDA multiple
Source: Capital IQ

31-Mar-14

Median EV/
Revenue
multiple

1.2

Median EV/
EBITDA multiple

10.4

30-Jun-14

30-Sep-14

30-Dec-14

1.2

1.2

1.1

31-Mar-15

1.2

30-Jun-15

30-Sep-15

1.4

1.3

30-Dec-15

1.4

1.3
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10.4

31-Mar-16

10.3

10.0

10.8

11.4

11.1

10.9

11.5

Case study

TECHNIQUE FROID
CLIMATISATION

Groupe R.M.P, a leading
construction and public works
group, has sold Technique
Froid Climatisation (TFC) to
ENGIE Axima SA.
Based in Toulouse, France, TFC
specializes in air conditioning and
heating systems installation for mediumand large-scale plants for commercial
and industrial customers.

The company offers global solutions
combining energy efficiency with
technical and digital innovation.
Oaklins’ team in France acted as lead
advisor to TFC’s seller in the preparation
of the sale process and due diligence,
the approach and parallel negotiations
with potential buyers, and assisted them
until closing.

ENGIE Axima is the French leader in
HVAC installations, cooling and freezing
systems, and fire safety equipment.
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A bou t O a k l i n s

Deep local roots,
global commitment
Oaklins brings you opportunities from across the world and
we meet you with our expertise wherever you are

OAKLINS OFFERS A
COMPREHENSIVE RANGE
OF SERVICES
ͽͽ

M&A advisory (buy-side and
sell-side)

ͽͽ

Growth equity and equity capital
markets advisory

ͽͽ

Debt advisory

ͽͽ

Corporate finance services

HVAC is one of our focus areas.
Combining comprehensive sector
knowledge with global execution
has led Oaklins to become one of
the most experienced M&A advisors
in the HVAC sector, with a large
network of relevant market players
worldwide. This results in the best
possible merger, acquisition and
divestment opportunities for HVAC
companies.
If mergers, acquisitions, or divestitures
of businesses or business units
are part of your strategy, we would
welcome the opportunity to exchange
ideas with you.

OAKLINS HVAC SPECIALISTS

AUTHOR
PHILIP BARKER
Director
London, UK
T: +44 20 7131 8682

DAVIDE MILANO
Partner
Turin, Italy
T: +39 011 020 4560

MARK A. FILIPPELL
Managing Director
Cleveland, USA
T: +1 216 589 9532

Oaklins is the world’s most experienced mid-market
M&A advisor, with 800 professionals globally and dedicated
industry teams in 40 countries worldwide. We have closed
over
1,500 transactions in the past five years.
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Oaklins disclaimer
This report is provided for information purposes only. Oaklins and its member firms make no guarantee, representation or
warranty of any kind regarding the timeliness, accuracy or completeness of its content. This report is not intended to convey
investment advice or solicit investments of any kind whatsoever. No investment decisions should be taken based on the contents
and views expressed herein. Oaklins and its member firms shall not be responsible for any loss sustained by any person who
relies on this publication.
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